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CHIEF EDITOR'S
MESSAGE

On behalf of the Student Editorial Team, I am
pleased to present you with the 2nd issue of the
HLCian Press 2019-2020. It captures all the pivotal
moments that happened in HLC this year. In
particular, the Watoto We Will Go Asia Tour and the
Foundation day were definitely two highlights of the
first term, just to name a few. Not only can these
events add variety to our college life, but they can
also build up students’ self confidence to show off
their true colours. We assure you that the
exceptional writings of our reporters will leave you
reminiscent of those memories. So without further
ado, turn over the pages and check out all the
exciting events that have happened in HLC since
November 2019!

Editor-in-Chief

5 A  W E N D Y  P O O N
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LONDON
Reimagine Education in

In December 2019, two of our College students joined a

symposium organised by The Reimagine Education

Awards, which was hailed as the ‘Oscars’ of

Education. In the following pages, they will share

with us their experience travelling to London for an

award presentation and different innovative

workshops.
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Getting prepared while struggling to keep my eyes open, I

was very excited about the long-awaited great trip to join

workshops and a prize presentation ceremony in the

United Kingdom. I arrived at the airport early in the

morning while looking for Starbucks for some much

needed caffeine. After the 13-hour long flight, I felt sore

from head to toe but was thrilled and I could not wait for

the prominent occasion taking place the next day.

When we arrived at the Imperial College on 8 December, I

was deeply stunned by the size of the school campus. We

were welcomed by some really friendly receptionists and

a cup of truly lovely English tea with some perfectly

baked pastries.
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WE LOOKED FORWARD TO

EVERYTHING OF THE TRIP!

Momentous Symposium in London
3 D  A N T O N  Y U
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My first workshop was to discuss the Learning Sciences. I studied

how brain science interferes with learning and the methods our

brain uses to retain knowledge. My second and favourite

workshop is Gamification for Higher Education. What I learnt

was that we could make learning more interesting through

games. For instance, adding a hopscotch in front of recycling

bins to make young individuals recycle more. Everything we

learnt today was useful for future references and l looked

forward to our next day’s presentation. 

Everything we did was dedicated to that moment. We rehearsed

repeatedly and it all counted on our practice. There is a Chinese

saying, ‘three minutes of glory on stage, ten years of hard work

off the stage.’ With butterflies turning in my stomach, Principal

Lin and Mr. Wei comforted Clive and me. The ‘three minutes on

stage’ passed quickly and I was very satisfied with our

presentation. As old people said, ‘in the blink of an eye, a few

decades will pass by’.    The journey before the presentation was

difficult but life creates hurdles that shape us into who we are. 

We should cherish what we have and always look forward while

learning from our mistakes. This experience was truly a once in a

blue moon event and I am very grateful to be granted a golden

opportunity to join this momentous symposium.
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Long distance flight is always a nightmare. It was so hot and

my throat was burning. I plugged in my earphones and watched

several movies to survive these 13 hours of suffering. After a

night of rest, we were ready for the fun adventure ahead.

Before the presentation day, we were invited to attend

workshops about gamification, STEM and creativity in Queen

Elizabeth II Center. The gamification workshop was truly a gem

because we had a lot of group work about learning and playing

at the same time. Yet, we had to skip the creativity workshop

to practise the script for presentation. 

When the big day finally came, I was very nervous. There were

five presenters before us and every second seemed to be like a

century. We smiled all the time to cover our nervousness and I

kept looking at the script. Still, we finished our mission in relief

and excitement. We had a once in a lifetime experience that

not many people can get. Also, it boosted my confidence by

conversing with different professors as a student. 

Special moments in London
2 B  C L I V E  L E E
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The Gala Dinner was one of the most intriguing highlights in this

trip. There were lots of events and delicious food that kept both

my eyes and stomach full. The online voting about the

commercial from different finalists was very exciting. The top

two competed intensely and it was a close match!

Anton and I managed to have some fun and we designed our

itinerary on the last day before our return. Mr. Lin, Anton and I

went to different beautiful scenic spots. It was unbelievable to

watch the scene with my naked eyes instead of the television

screen. We went to the House of Parliament, Big Ben and even

had a ride on the London Eye. We could enjoy the view of half of

London at the highest point of it. Our last spot was the British

Museum. As we had limited time, we only watched the sculptures

and some of the History of Egypt.
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ENGLISH
DEBATING
COMPETITION

5A TED TALK

5A Blue Cheung 

The Debate Team has achieved excellent results this year. The debate members

have worked together with a clearer working procedure, and continued their

outstanding performance in the competitions.

Thanks to the collaboration and efforts of the team members, both Junior and

Senior teams won in the Term 1 Round 1 competition. Despite winning the

competition, our members have humbly evaluated their team case and learnt

from their opponents.

4D Phoebe Yau

I was quite skeptical of the invitation of organising

this event for my class. Not only did I have to

prepare my own 2-minute speech, but I also was

the MC for the show. However, I was determined

to be more confident. Hosting the talk show with

Vicky, I could feel her enthusiasm make me bolder

and more relaxed. This experience undeniably

challenged my past inner timid self.

This experience boosted our skill to captivate

audiences’ interest with a humorous approach.

Eventually, the hard work of non-stop practices

paid off, which made us look calm and the show

seamless. We were unquestionably grateful for this

opportunity, and we would like to hold similar

events in the near future.

5A Vicky Ng
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FOUNDATION DAY 2020

      he 14th Anniversary        

      Foundation Day of our

college has come to an end

successfully with immense

joy and laughter. HLCians

from all forms showed their

solidarity and devotion to

their classes, with them

cheering and applauding to

the athletes on the track,

with encouraging words like

"Never give up!"   and "You're

almost there!" everywhere in

the college playground. For

all spectators and racers, it

was a truly rejoicing moment

during the annual

celebrating event on the

establishment of our college.

T

“FIRED UP,
READY TO GO!"

              participated in the round-the-school                       

                    race and also took part in first-aid 

duties as a St.John Cadet. Before the race

started, the atmosphere in the waiting hall

was intense, but athletes from different

teams continued to encourage each other,

from which I truly saw the importance of

Sportsmanship. When it came to the race,

different classes were gazing at their

representatives, being hopeful at them on

bringing glory to the class. Without their

anticipation and excitement, I certainly

wouldn't be able to achieve my goals on

finishing the lap within my target time. At

last, our class got the first runner-up, with

the entire team thrilling with tremendous

joy. It was really a rejoicing moment which I

continued to cherish until now, as it was a

really big deal for me to achieve victory with

my peers in one of the most important

competitions in the college.

THE DAY WE ALL ARE EXCITED ABOUT
3B Kason Leung

DETAIL >

It was certainly a vital part of the event

when I returned to my duty position as a

first-aider. I was continuously helping and

assisting in dealing with injured athletes. It

was clear that the athletes had tried their

best as all of them were breathing heavily

after the competition. Although they might

have injured themselves, they were not sad

at all; instead, their faces were filled with

pride and satisfaction. At that moment, I

understood that what matters in a

competition is your participation, which

surely overshadows victories.

With the class flag exhibition and the prize

presentation ceremony following next,

Foundation Day ended with the collective

applause of students. We were all elated,

and looking forward to the Chinese New

Year holiday, as all students needed a

proper rest after weeks of exhaustion from

previous exams.

HLC  ANNUAL

I
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FOUNDATION 

READY, 
GET SET, 

GO!
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 DAY  2020 

Friendship
always comes

first
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MCE WeekMCE Week



At the beginning of
December, the college
organised an annual event,
MCE Week. Students were
expected to learn more
about their meaning of life
through various activities
this week. Booths of
minorities’ festivities were
set up. Our schoolmates
responded passionately in
making different styles of
cookies.

It's all about
having fun
meaningfully! 
5 A  D O N A L D  C H U

Other than that, HLCians
were fortunate to have a
taste of an extraordinary
and exhilarating sport
called Kabaddi. Students
were divided into two
teams and competed
against each other. The
matches were electrifying
and dynamic, leading to
more and more of our
schoolmates taking part in
this sport later. Some even
said that they would like to
know more about the sport
after the games.

On the very last day of this
fabulous week, the college

was honoured to invite a
renowned African
children’s choir, Watoto,
to perform for our
schoolmates. Their
performance was
breathtaking with a well-
written message. The
concert was packed with
various colourful
elements with upbeat
music. Our schoolmates
were hyped up
ecstatically and
everyone thought the
experience was
memorable and unique.
What a way to end such a
wonderful and
educational week!
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" S P R E A D  L O V E  E V E R Y W H E R E  Y O U  G O .  L E T  N O  O N E  E V E R  C O M E

T O  Y O U  W I T H O U T  L E A V I N G  H A P P I E R . "

M C E  W E E K
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WE WILL GO ASIA TOUR

Cultural Exchange
Enjoy and engage

More than just a show...!
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WATOTO
WE WILL GO ASIA TOUR
By Wendy Poon

The Watoto Children’s Choir
performed at our college in early
December. Watoto is no stranger
to HLCians as they have already
performed here back in 2017. 
Students’ adrenaline went through
the roof when the choir performed
energetic music on the stage,
sharing a message of hope for
Africa’s most vulnerable children
and women. 

Their performance started with a
bang to keep our blood pumping
and soon, students were
mesmerized by their dance moves
and singing. I was completely in
awe of the fact that they were
making an impact at such a young
age. This shows that no matter who
you are, as long as you have faith,
you will make an impact.

“If compassion
built a home, it
would be
community.”
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Our S4 students participated in the
Putonghua Choral Speaking and became
the champion. Despite the class
suspension announced by the Education
Bureau, their hard work finally paid off as
everyone was eager to make progress. In
order to catch up with the practice
schedule, they spent all their free time,
no matter if it was lunchtime or recess,
practising for the competition. Although
not all teammates were good at
Mandarin, they still tried their very best
to ensure accurate pronunciation. They
were all very proud of their
accomplishment and put a big smile on
their face at the end of the competition.

PUTONGHUA
CHORAL
SPEAKING

4B Yuko Wan

C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s  

o n  y o u r  w e l l -

d e s e r v e d  s u c c e s s
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ENGLISH EXTENDED
PROGRAMME

4B Shawn Leung

Our S4 students had a lot of fun at our English Extended Programme.
Through meeting and interacting with foreign students, we improved our
English skills in an interactive way. Some of us even organized activities for
our schoolmates and foreigners, giving a little hand at organization and
leadership. Our college focuses on self-directed learning and English skills,
and this activity surely gave our students the opportunity for that.
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S.1 Pumpkin Carving  
1D Hayley Fan

I made a Jack-O-Lantern with a pumpkin, with three of my

classmates – Megan, Ashley and Kary. Megan helped us cut

the top and we poked holes on its face. There were many

seeds inside the pumpkin. We all refused to touch any of

them. Poking around with the long pin, we were not

successful at clearing its inside at all. The teachers

recommended us to USE OUR HANDS! Time was running

out, so I took a deep breath and went straight in with my

hand. The inside of the pumpkin was very cold, and at last

we made a beautiful pumpkin. 
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S1
ENGLISH CLASS
ACTIVITY

1D Megan Shin
We were put into groups designing our ideal restaurant.  

To make the best restaurant in the set, we had to put ourselves into the shoes of customers and

we drew up plans of the crucial components which a restaurant should assemble -  the restaurant

décor, making up a specialty dish, the price range and its location. 

After designing our own restaurants, we had to put it on display and we introduced the

restaurant to the rest of the class. The class then voted for the best restaurant by giving yummy

faces, and giving reasons like a food critics. It was an unforgettable experience for me to

design a restaurant and present in front of a bunch of people. 

“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.” 
– Benjamin Franklin
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VOLLEYBALL
COMPETITION

5A Esther Lin

INTER-SCHOOL
ATHLETIC

COMPETITION

4D Phoebe Yau

SPORTS EVENTS

CONGRATULATIONS!

Our students have joined the inter-

school athletic competition in

December and tried their best to

achieve good results. We all hope they

can achieve excellent results next year

again!

The competition was a spectacle.

HLCians always strive for excellence,

no matter if it is their studies, or at

sports. Before the volleyball

competition, they put in a lot of effort

and made consistent improvements

through incessant practices. They

made refinements efficiently through

reflection and non-stop training. Thus,

they never remain stagnant and they

reach new heights in every game.
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CHRISTMAS 
CELEBRATION DAY

Christmas Party is always the day that every student looks forward to. This

year was no exception. HLCians could not wait to play games in the

classrooms and take photos with their friends. For me, this year was a bit

different. As I was one of the MCs of the celebration show, I was able to see

students and teachers rehearsing with excitement about their show. The hall

was filled with laughter and applause. Students, especially S6 students, were

over the moon because it was their last chance to celebrate with friends in

the college. This celebration day ended on a high note.

The day that holds all time together.

5A Esther Lin
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The best of all
gifts hanging

on any
Christmas
tree is the

presence of
happy friends
and teachers.

Christmas Drama!

Meeting Santa!

Orchestra performance

CHRISTMAS 
CELEBRATION 

Enjoy the most wonderful time of the year!
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Good food is good mood!
4B Calvin Tang

COOKING
COMPETIT ION

INTER-HOUSE

TASTY

QUALITY

RISKY...?

Christmas was around the corner. Our college

organised an annual inter-house cooking

competition.   All students were hectic in

making their dish in the 60-minute

competition. Students from every house

showed enthusiasm and determination in

winning for their house. Although it was a

competition, students were having fun

cooking with their teachers and fellows

throughout the time.  

Not only did smiles hung up on their faces,

their food also looked fantastic in a limited

time in cooking. The competition ended in

joyfulness since students shared their dish

with one another in this blessed season.
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Delicious...!Delicious...!

WE ARE BUSY PREPARING
PALATABLE DISHES...

Congratulations!
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S3
FORM ACTIVITY

"WE WORK TOGETHER TO
ACHIEVE THE GOAL!"
3B Kason Leung

Engagement!Engagement!

All S3 students and teachers had their memorable form activities related to

‘Caring for Others’, which is the core value of our college this year. One of

the most intriguing games is the "balloon tower", in which groups compete

for building the tallest tower by stacking balloons.

I'm glad that the college provided such constructive activities for us to

show the invaluable spirit of teamwork. It could be served as a bridge

among students from different classes as we could directly interact with

one another during the activity. We all had a great time!
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S T U D E N T S '  A C H I E V E M E N T S
“It is time for us all to stand and cheer for the doer, the achiever –
the ones who recognize the challenges and do something about it.”
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